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T NDERWATYR 10D 0 EI ,CTJONIC.-

(Au. Sergeyev. Radioelektronika pod Vodoy, Publishing House
"F.,rgiya", Leningrad Branch, 1971, pages 2; 75-80; 14-106;
125-I40; 141-142; Russian)

This booklet acquaints the reader with one of the import-nt 129

areas of radio electronics, hydroacoustics, which is based on .the
utilization of the acoustic wave ropagetion phenomenoti in water.
The book considers the main characteristic features of sound wave
propagation in oceans and seas and discusses the principle of
operation and construction of acoustic antennas and otner hydrc-
acoustic equipment components.

The reader will learn he principles of operation and construc-

tion of the most important hydroacoustic equipments used in the
solution of various problems related to man's activities at sea
depths. such as active and passive sonars, communication, devices,

fish finders, and navigation equipment.

The book is intended for a wide circle of readers such as
radio amateurs and all persons interested in the present state
of the art of various types of radio electronic equipment.

Lately, the method of measuring range using continuous /75
radiation of signals and frequency modulation is used more and iore.
In this method, the sonar radiates oscilAations whose frequency
changes follow a saw-tooth pattern (Fig. 32).

time

~Fig. 32. Measuring range using continuous signals and frequency
modulation I - radiated signal; 2, 3- echo signals.

*Numbers in the rilght margin indicate pagination in the original
text,
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Upon reaching the target, these oscillations return to the
tran:,'it-receive point in the form of echo signals with a
frequency different froia that transmitted during the echo signal
reception by a certain value (6fr1 ). This value depends on the
distance to the target and it increases with an increase in this
distance. The modulation frequency parameters of the transmitted
signal are selected so that the sound signal can pass the distance
equal to or greater ti-an the maximum operating range of the sonar
during the modulation perod. During this period, the transmitted /76
signal frequency will change by a value of AF wh.ch is the
frequency deviation.

If, during target ranging, the difference between the
instantaneous transmiszicn and reception frequencies is AfR,
then the target range may be found by the following expression
R = Rmax ( &fR/,nF). The difference in frequency will change
with the change in target range so that wivh an increase in
range it will increase and with a decrease in rang.e it will
decrease. This simple relationship L.-kes the method suitable
for use in small size devices such as sonars used by divers,
for example. BY observing changes in the sound pitch, the
diver would be able to know his position relative to the under-
water oLbject under study. In this case, use of complex indicators
is not required. One may expect that the method will 9lso be used
in amateur equipmacnt.

For target ranging by means of the more complex shipboard equip-
ment, a set of band-pass filters is used. Each filter passes a
frequency difference whiih corresponds to a certain range. By means
of an electronic switch, sequential interrogation of all filter out-
puts is carried out. The target range is determined by noting the
filter which passes the signal. Ligh-..s which are switched on by
means of threshold devices that are included in the filter circuits
may serve as signal indicators. In certain cases switching of
filter outputs is acccmpanied by the simultaneous beam scanning on
the CRT screen. Scanning begins with the interrogation of that
filter which corresponds to a minimum range and ends after the
interrogatJon of the last filter. If a signal is received during
the interrogation, the position of its marker on the scanning line
will correspond to the target range. The accuracy of measuring
range is governed by the number of filters used. Thus, even with
the use of 50 filters, the maximal error of measuring range does
not exceed 1% of the full scale.
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CIHAJIPr' MODERN MYI)IMOACOUSTIC EQtIPM:IE' /''

Theore tical prin'ciples considered in the preceding chapters
were used as a bisis for production of vtrious hydroacoustic
devices.

These devices are used in observations and communication und:r

water, for insu"-ing safe navigation, for finding fish and sea arnals,
for carry'ng out various biological investigations, for studying the
coimjosition of the sea bed, for mineral prospecting, and in many
other areas. The hydroacoustic technology finds the cvlr wider use
in the underwater sport and boating. The amateur hydroacoustic equip-

ment is already available. Let us consider the construction and
operation of the main modern hydroacoustic equipment.

22. Hydroacoustic Equipment Range.

In order to understand certain peculiarities in %.he cosstruction
and operation of the hydroacoustic equipment, let us acquaint ourselves
with the main factors which govern the operating range of the equip-
ment. It was mentioned earlier that acoustic signals are received
against the background of the intense reverberation and noise of
various origin.

For separating signals from noise, it is necessary to have the

followinp relationship between their intensities (I. and In):

I& ",? (1)

where 8 is the so-called threshold coefficient.

2k
In sonar (2)

where kS is the recognition coefficient which cnaracterizes the
req.,ired signal-to-noise ratio at the indicator input which makes
it possible to receive signals with a given probability; 6 f is
the passband of the receiving channel; and T is time used in
signal averaging.

The sonar signal intensity may be expressed as /78 tt

1 i' -: R) (3)

where wa is the transmitted acoustic power; T T ie the concentration

coefficier. of radiation; Re is the effective (equivalent) radius of
the target, 1 e.. :_ rel6've quantity which characterizes the reflect-
ing properties of the taret; A is the anomaly factor which charac-
terizes the effect of refractiop on signal intensity; A is the space
attenuation of signals; l/16lrR is a value which characterizes the
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wideninf, of the wave front with di tance (daring both forward and
tnverse propagation of signel ,; and R is the tnrget rnnge.

T.,t noise intensity is determined by means of ,]e followig,
form.t La

till

where (L,, is a dimensional factor which indicates the degree of
dependence of noise on frequency; f is the sonar operating frequency;
Af Is the bandwidth of the receiving channel which is determined by
taking into account the Doppler effect; r', is the concentration
coefficient during reception. By placing the values given in (2),
(3). and (4) into the equation (1) one may obtain an expression for
determining the operating range of a sonar.

All the factors which determine the ,jperating range may be
divided into several groups. The largest group consists of the
following hydroacoustic equipment parameters: the radiated
acoustic power, wa; concentration coefficients, T'T and 'r,;
operating frequency, f; bandwidth, Af; the averaging time, T; and
the reccgnition coefficient, k,&

One may also include in this group the intrinsic noise level.
A separate group may consist of the following factors which charac-
terize the water medium in which acoustic signals a7e propagating:
space attenuation, P; the anomaly factor, A; and the acoustic
noise level (reverberation and sea noise). Finally, an important /79
part is played by those factors which chbzacterize the acoustic
properties of the target. This group includes the effective
(equivalent) radiVus of the target Re. The radius is a relative
quantity which indicates the size of an imaginary sphere which
reflects signals with the echo signal intensity equal to the
intensity of signals reflected by an actual. target of any
configuration.

The Optimal Frequency Concept.

All factors which determine the operating range of a sonar do,
to one degree or another, depend on frequency. Some of them ( -T
and Yn. for example) help to increase the range with an increase in
frequency while others ( P, for example) help to decrease it, The
conflicting effects of v&rious factors in the operating range result
i the existence of the so-called optial frequency for each operating
range. The optimal frequency makes it possible to achieve the
rcqIired range P witfl a mlnimal transmission powcr and other
constant parameters of a sonar (Fig. 33).
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Operating frequency

Fig. 33. Curves showing the relationship between the transmitted

power and frequency with other sonar parameters being
constant.

It is determined by substitu~ting into the range fo.nula all its
component quantities in the form which reflects their frequency /80
dependence, and by testing the function obtained for maximum and

minimum points. For sonar operation

fopt(klz) = 39/RP )

As it is seen from the formula, the greater the required range R,

the lower is the optimal frequency. It should be noted that the

relationship between the parameters which determine the operaP'i.g

range and frequencies may, in certain cases, be different. The

nimerical coefficient in the formula for determining the optimal

frequency will change accordingly. However, the general nature of

the operating range dependence on frequency will be preserved.

The optimal frequency concept remains aIso valid for other

l droaco,istic devices. Thus for the underwater soand communicatior
devices

fopt(kHlZ) - 62/R 
3 )

Amateur Sonar for Underwater Swimmers. /84

The re~ntive simplicity of the step-by-step scanning sonar

&ttracted ittention of amateurs. The design of a simple and miniature

sonar for underwater swimmers was developed by amateurs V. Il'icev and

14. Svin'in in 19(5. It may be expected that the sonar, which combines

both simplicity and, in fact, a highly professional degree of

'*. . . .. . - = "" 7" , _i .-. ! . . ...... : " 
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engineering and design sophi~ticatio;- will attract attention of
other amateurs. It seema, therefore, ndvisable to acqa;nnt th.-
reader briefly wit) the design and construction of the sonar,
thinking that those who will become Interested will ref'er to the
thorough and skilled description of the equipment offered by its
a:ithors

IV. Il'ichev and M. Svin'in. A Sonar for Underwater Swimmers;
IN: "Sportsmen-PodvodniW', Collection of Articles, No. 18, DOSAAF
Publishing House, Moscow, 1968, pP. 50-66.

T'e fect of the occurrence of the amateur hydroacoustic equipment /85
does, in itself, indicate that a new and interestiig area of utiliza-
tion of their abilities is being opened for skilled radio amateurs.
We like to think that, with the development of boating and underwater
sport, amateur building of various hydroacoustic devices in our
country will expand.

f 2" 71
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-'iF. 35. Bloc disgram of the amateur sonar
(3) video pulses; (2) triggering of the modulator; (3) scan
voltage; () oscillator; (5) modulator; () scan oscillator;
(7) transmission- (9) automatic time gain control; (9) quench-
ing uf the inverse scan; (10) acoustic antenna; (11) amplifier;
(12) beam intensifier circuit; (13) received signal; (i) beam
intensifier voltage; (15) reverberation
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The sonar circuit, its d,sign, and the basic signal parameters
were selected by taking into account the purpose of the sonar which
',as to insure underwater observations by underwater swimming sports-
men. The problem was to develop a simple and inexpensive, small,
lightweight device capable of being built by amateurs. At the same
time the device should be able to detect unierwater obstacles at a
distance of several dozens of meters and be able to determine direc-
tion and distance to the target detected. The authors selected a
pulsed sonar with the best possible method of direction finding and
signal recording on a CRT screen. The latter is also used in the
determination of the target range and direction. The authors
abendoned the idea of signal listening probably because of lack of
the required hermetically sealed telephones with bone ccnduction.
Figure 35 shows a block diagram of the sonar.

The sonar uses an acoustic antenna which was made from a round
barium titanate plate (Mmm in thickness and 12Cmm in diameter (Fig. 36).

1 !

FP. ",. Construction of the acoustic antenna used in the
amateur sonar. (1) diaphragm; (2) housing; (3) barium
titanate plate; (4) foamed plastic shield; (5) screw-
type plug; (6) outp,.



Bides ofthebestBoth sides of the plate are silver ceoned and used ah tined
circuit piates. The round plate was placed in a hermetically sealed
housing made of aluminun whose front wall is the diaphrugm. The non-
radiating side of the transducer plate wi.ich faces the sonar was
shielded by means of foamed plastic. The transducer body is filled
with capacitor-grade oil which insures electric insulation of plates
and exerts an acoustic load on the plate approximately equal to the
water load.

The antenna has a narrow-beam radiation pattern of the order of
30, Such a pattern, with a small antenna, could be achieved only by
utilizing very high frequencies. The operating frequency, I.wrefore,
was made 304KHz which exceeds by many times the frequency use4 in
shipboard sonars. This frequency was also the resonant frequency oif
the transducer plate. Because of the required short operating-range,
strong attenuation of the acoustic energy which occurs at such a hfgh
frequency does not play any irportant part.

The basic circuit shown in Fig. 37 gives a rather complete
picture about the Il'ichev and Svinlin sonar.

9*74 C I I' ' L1
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Fig. 37. Basic Circuit of the Amateur Sonar.
T- automatic gain control stige; T2, T3, and T4 -h-f

amplifiers; T5 - output stage; T6 - power amplifier; T7 -
moister oscllator; T8 - modulator; T9 , T10 - amplifier;
T11- video amplifier; T12 - inv~ter stage; T13, T14 -

sw-tooth oscillator; T1.5, T16 - voltage converter.
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The saw-tooth occilltor provides for linear beam scanning on /88
the CRT screen. The scan daration is determined by the time interval
betwerti t.he .,ircessjie Lransmissions. For sonars with dial ranges of
0-10m And O-JIOm, the scan duration is 13.5 and '3.mec, respectively.
The sca ning vol.tae insures scans lhO-- 1 5mm in length on the C"T
screen. The scanning voltage is applied to the deflecting plates of
the tube so that the swimmer could see the beam moving along the
vertical. At the end of the scanning cycle, a negative peaked pulse
is generated which triggers the modulator.

The modulator is a delay blocking oscillator which generates
pulses O.9msec in duration. These pulses are used for triggering
the high-frequency oscillator, for charging the capacitor in the
automatic time voltage control circuit, which will be discussed
later on, and for quenching the CP bem during transmission.
Modulation pulses trigger the high-frequency oscillator which
generates transmission pulses lmsec in duration with a pulse-
modulated frequency of 3041Hz. This oscillator consists of a
transformer-coupled master oscillator and a power amplifier. The
output power of the oscillator is about 1.5w. For-dial ranges of
0-lOn and 0o-4m the rate of transmission is 75 pulses/sec and
19 pulses/sec, respectively, After the transmissiin of each
pulse, the oscillator cuts out and does not interfere with the
reception of the echo signal.

During reception, the echo signal is fed to a four-stage high-
frequency amplifier. The first amplifier stage performs the auto-
matic time gain control. This control is related to the special
operating feature of the hydroacoustic system and it is required of /89

_ all active sonars. We should, therefore, discuss the control function
ir. greater detail. The main points of the reverberation phenomenon
were considered earlier. Let us recall that reverberation, which
attenuates in time exponentially, interferes strongly with the
reception of echo signals (Fig. 38).

3

Fig. 31. Masking effect of the reverberation noise
(1) intensity; (2) time; (3) transmission; (l) reverbera-
tion; (5) echo signal; (6) echo signal
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Since reverberation accompanies each transmission of acoustic
signals arid its frequency is that of transmissions, it enters
frcely the recelver-amplifier channel. This noise deafens the
sonar operator and dulls his hearing; it lights electron indicators
when it reaches them. One, therefore, should ta3~e special measures
to cltminate Lt. The use of an automatic time-gain control circuit
ts an effective measure for suppressing reverberation.

The principle of operation of the circuit is as follows. During
transmisslon, a capacitor is charged to a voltag. whose magnitude can
be controlled. The capacitor voltage determines the degree of control.
In this case, the capacitor is charged by pulses coming from the
modulator. Voltage from the capacitor is applied to the controlled
stage (the amplifier stage) in the form of negative bias. The gain
of the stage is minimal with the capacitor fully charged. Exactly
at this time a maximum reverberation signal arrives at the amplifier
input. After the end of transmission, the capacitor begins dis-
charging and the gain of the controlled stage increases. At the
same time reverberation undergoes attenuation. The discharge circuit
parameters are selected so that the gain increase and reverberation
attenuation follow approximately the same pattern. The reverberation
level at the amplifier output will remain the same regardless of
changes in this level at the input (Fig. 39). The automatic time-gain
control parameters do not change in the given circuit while in more
complex circuits the degree of control and the capacitor discharge
time may be adjusted by the operator depending on the specific
conditions.

ell)4 n fopo: ,'i,m~un '/qbnoc,,,u

Of N "i "-;;I Pedep6epaul 2.,

rr,
~iiJ'L

Fig. 39" Reverberation suppression by means of an AGC circuit
a - amplifier input voltage; b - amplifier output volta3e;
1 - amplifier sensitivity threshold; 2 - reverberation;
3 - signals
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The circuit is also equipped with a manual gain control.

1he next three stages amplify the signal to a level wliich
Insures its reliable display on the indicator screen. The amplifier
oitput pulses are fed to CRT deflecting plates. The maximum ampli-
tide of the blip on the screen reaches 19.mm. At the same time, the
demodulated signal is amplified and fed to the CRT control grid,
thus effecting intensification of the beam.

The power supply consists of 3.5 ampere-hour storage batteries
(STs 3-3) which insure a continuous 7-8 hour operation of the sonar.
The power supply voltage is 6v and current 850ma. The power supply
includes two batteries with four series-connected cells in each
battery. One battery is an operating battery while the other is a
stand-by battery. The swimmer may switch batteries on and off if
one zf them breaks down. A semiconductor converter which produces
voltages required for the operation of the sonar Is connected to
the storage battery.

The construction of the sonar ic shown in Fig. 40.

Fig. hO. General view of the amateur sonar with the housing removed.
I - acoustic antenna; 2 - indicator screen; 3 - range switch;
It - power supply cutoff switch; 5 - focusing; 6 - brightness
control; 7 - scanning circuit components; 9- voltage
converter components; 9 - 5torage battery

The sonar is placed in a cylindrical waterproof housing 130mm in
diameter and 390mm in length. All parts are mounted on three plates
made of laminate bakelite plastic. An acoustic antenna serves as the
front cover of the housing. The back cover is made of transparent
plastic and the swimme, observes tht screen through it. The housing,
which is a duralumin tube, contains three handles for power supply
switching, for adjusting gain, and for changing the operating range.

I3



The experience rained in the operation of the sonar confirmed that
the selection, of the circuit and design of the device was propor.
Th,,s, for example. a standard orientation device used in t),V tinder-

water sport, i.e., a wooden prism hin in length with a cruciform
cross-section and with sides 20cm in length each was, under
favorable conditions, detected at a distance of 7Cm. Under
unfavorable conditions, the distance did not drop below lO-15m,
i.e., it exceeded considerably the range of visual detection of
the orientation devize.

The sonar could detect a swimmer and a steel cable 6mm in
diameter at a distance of 30-40m while at a distance of l0-15m,
it detected fish 20cm in length. It would be difficult to detect /92
such a fish visually at this distance even in air. It may be,
that precisely this figure will attract attention of many amateur
fishermen to hydroacoustics.

Azimuth Search Sonar.

A block diagram of an azimuth search sonar is &iven in Fig. 41.
Even though many of its elements have names similar to those used in
a step-by-step search sonar, their construction and operation are
somewhat different.

Ft,,. hl. Block Diagram of an Azimuth Search Sonar.
I - acoustic antenna; 2 - switching circuit; 3 - oscillator;
4 - control panel; 5 - preamplifiers; 6 - azimuth search
switching circuit; 7 - amplifier; 8- indicator.

12



These sonars use cylindrical acoustic antennas which consist of
separate transducers. The numb.r of transducers (sections) varies
and it may be as high as several dozens in the present day sonars,
Duhring transmission, all the transducers operate in parallel and
they are driven in-phase by an oscillator. The antenna performs /93
radini oscillations and operates as a unit. The entire surrounding
space in the observation plane is irradiated uniformely with
act:.stic energy. During reception each transducer, I.eing a non-
directional acoustic receiver, operates independently. The radia-
tion pattern formation is achieved artificially. During trans-
mission, the switching circuit connects all the antenna sections
to the oscillator simultaneously and during reception, it connects
them separately to the amplifier.

The oscillator performs the same function as the oscillator of
the step-by-step sonar. However, since it irradiates the entire
surrounding space, its power is very high -- of the order of tens
and sometimes hundreds of kilowatts. It should be noted that, as
a rule, sonars regardless of their scanning methods use pulse
oscillators with storage circuits. During the prolonged intervals
between transmissions, electrical energy from the power supply is
stored in special capacitors. During transmission, these capacitors
are discharged rapidly and high-power oscillations are generated.
Since the interval between transmissions, which lasts several
seconds, is much longer than the diiration of the pulse, measured
In several tens of milliseconds, the average power consumption of
the oscillator becomes relatively low.

During reception, signals from the antenna section outputs are
first fed to preamplifiers which increase the signal level to a
value necessary for subsequent transformations. Since the antenna
sections are nondirectional, the receiving channel of the sonar I
contains special circuits for forming the radiation pattern.
There are two methods which are used rather widely for forming
radiation patterns an? scanning the surrounding space.

Thus, a pattern rotating rapidly in the plane of observations
may be formed in the simplest way. The speed of rotation of the /94
pattern should be such that its lobe completes one full revolution
d'trinp the existence of the echo signal. Under suich conditions,
the echo signal enters the receiving channel regardless of the
direction from which 1. arrives. The radiation pattern is formed
electrically using delay circuits. Each time it participates in
the radiation pattern formation, a group of antenna sections is
switched to delay circuits. The idea of this method of forming
radiaticn patterns was considered in detail 'n the preceding
chapter.

. _13



Ra~rd switcf-ing of the antenr.a sections (the speed of rotation of
the r, Latilon pattern lobe is several thousand rpm) is carried out by
a contact]ess circiuir-scan capacitance commutator. The capacitancc
comm-itator is n hallow drum which contains plates which are used as
stator plates tnd which are placed uniformly along the generatrices
on the inside surface of the drum. The number of plates corresponds
to the number of the antenna sections. A cylindrical rotor revolves
Inside tile stator. The outside surface of the rotor also carri.es
plates which are connected to the terminals of the delay circuit
placed inside the rotor. During rotation, the rotor plates pass
successively under the stator plates forming transfer capacitances

throrh whlic signals from th. antenna sections pass to the delay
clrctit. The rsdiation pattern formed by the delay circuit rotates
in accordance with the rotor plates.

Let us note thEt usually not all the antenna sections but only
those facing the echo signal participate in the formation of the
radiation pattern. The remaining antenna sections are shielded
from signals by the construction elements of the antenna and their
ise offers no pr,.ctical interest. In order to economize on the delay
circuit elements aid the elements oi other circuits, only that group
of antenna sections which is located within a 1200 sector is utilized
in the formation of the receiving radiation pattern. During rotation
of the rotor, one antenna section, located along the direction of
rotation, is switched on at a time continuously while one other
section, 'ocated on the opposite side, is switched off. The number /95
of the antenna sections connected to the delay circuit always remains
constant while the sections themselves change continuously. This
rl'nnpe rcsults in the rotation of the lobe and the successive
scanninr of the area. A schematic diagram of the receiving channel
wi tL t.c capacitance commutator is shown in Fig. i2.

'he described method of receiving signals has a significant
disadvantage. Since the radiation pattern lobe makes one or several /96
revolutions per unit of time equal to the duration of the transmission,
signal reception is carried out only during the time when the radiation
pattern is directed toward the target. At the next instant, the radia-
tion pattern direction changes and the reception of signals stops even
though signals continae coming to the antenna. The narrower the
radiation pattern, the less amount of the signal energy arrives at
the sonar receiving channel. Hence, utilization of the signal energy
becomes ineffiztent. Therefore, the receiving cannel construction
should be based on a different principle.

14.
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Fie. 42. Schematic Diagram of the Sonar Receiving Channel with the
Cspacitance Commutator. (1) acoustic aatenna sections;
(2) preamplifiers; (3) and (4) stator and rotor plates;
(5) delay circuit; (6) amplifier; (7) azimuth search
indicator.

The ever present radiation patterns which are called "statically
formed patterns" are formed in the observation plane. The number of
them may be equal to or greater than the number of antenna sections.
The major axis of each pattern has its own direction and all of them
are located around a circle. Thus, the observation plane is divided
into a number of sectors by means of radiation patterns. Scanning
is carried out by successive switching (interrogation) of channels
end connecting them to the indicator. The receiving channel thus
oecomes a multichannel system.

15



Formation of ntatic characteristics is carried out by means of
delay circuits with each channel using its own circuit. Lech antenna
section participates in forming of several adjacent channeIs. The

principle of such channel forming may easily be understood by
examining Fig. 1s3.

ecl~j , ./

0 Vq

2.,

3

Fig. 43. Principle of lobe forming of static radiation pattern.
I - acoustic antenna saftions; 2 - delay circuiv;s;
3 - to the switch.

Each channel contains its own kmplifier. An integrating circuit which
stores the energy of signals during the time interval between the
interrogations is placed at the channel output. A special electronic
switch "interrogates" channels in succession by connecting them to
the indicator input for a short period of time. Signals are displayed
on the CRT screen during switching of signal containing channels.
With such a scanning method, the signal energy used experiences
practically no losses.

With any scanning method uned the signal received, after passing /97
through the radiation pattern f rmation circuits, is fed to a single-
channel or a multichannel amplifier with the AGC and automatic time
gairn control circuits and the detector. Video signals are applied
to a circular scan indicator. This indicator uses helical scanning
which is typical for hydroacoustic devices. The beam rotates
synchronoisly with the rotation o-.- switching or" the radiation pattern.

16
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It also moves radially from the center of the CRT screen to the
periphery with a speed proportionel to the speed of sound. At the
time of arrival of the signal, a bright spot i~s observed on the
s--reel, which uniquely determintb the coordinates of the detected
target. For reading the coordinates an electronic sight line,
Le.- a luminous vector is formed one end of which is brought to
the target mark by the operator. The direction of the electronic /r
sight line determines angular coordinates while its length
determines the target range (Fig. 44).

Sonars of various types are widely used by navies of all
countries for carrying out obse~rvations of the underwater situation.

~0
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Frequency.-Modulated Continuous-Wave Sonar.

in order to get acquainted with the construction mnd operation of
ihe frequency-modulated continuous-wave sonar, let us consider one
type of foreign-made sonars which is intended for use by underwater
swimers.

*Electronics, No. 52, Dec.. 1961, pp. 37-49

The purpose of the sonar determined its structural simplicity, small

size, and weight. All the components of the sonar are placed in a
semi-spherical housing with two nandles for carrying the device
(Fig. 45). Only two pairs of waterproof headphones are outside of /99
the sonar housing. One pair As usea by the swimmer carrying the
device while the other (the remote head ihone) is used by .second
person swimming right beside. The sondr can operate in two modes,
an active or the main mode and passive, the auxiliary mode. The
passive mode is used for finding the direction of the special
hydroaccustic beacon or some other signal sourze. The sonar range
in the active mode is 35-40m while that in the passive mode depends
on the signal source power.

.. .- eT

Fig, 4 . ne a:.. . -a-
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Fig. i ,. Underwater dwinmer with a portable sonar.
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A bloc diagram of the sonar i3 shown in Fig. h46.

_iI:] [ ...]

7.

Fig. 46. Block diagram of a frequency-modulated continuous.-wave sonar.
I - saw-tooth osci iator; 2 - frequency modulator; 3 - manual
frequency control elements; 4 - buffer stage; 5 - power
amplifier; 6 - transmitting antenri; 7 - receiving antenna;
'i - balanced modulator; 9, 10, 11 - amplifiers; 12 - quenching
pulse amplifier; J. - leak detector

Since both radiation and reception of signals are simu2*.1neous and
continuous, the system uses a separate transmitter and receiver which
together form a single acoustic antenna. The front housing vover,
which has a concave spherical shape, is used as an antenna reflector.
The reflector focuses both radiated and received signals and forms the
radiation pattern. Transducers ia the form of a tube made from barium /3CC
tttanate rings are placed along the axis of the reflector. The
transmitter a:d receiver contain six and eight rings, respectively.
The individual rings are insulated by means of rubber gaskets. The
e:tire transducer is placed in a solid insulating rubber lacket.

The transm!+ting channel consists of a saw-tooth oscillator
whose period (frequency) is determined by the range of the sonar.
Provision is made to operate the device in three range intervals:

.- '6i; C-lim; and 0-36m. The oscillator voltage controls the opera-
tion of c frequency modulator whose output signal fxequency follows
a saw-tooth pattern. Under passive operating conditions, the
frequency modulator operates as a frequency mixer which makes it
possibin tz monitor high-frequency signals, The operating frequency
of thie device is between 30 and 11OKz and it can be adjusted by the
operator.

The signal generated Is fee to a po.er amplifier through a
bliffer stage and then sent to the radiator and the receiving
channel. In this channel, the signal is used for producing the
Ius Lai 'aieous difference frequency.
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The transmitting channel of the sonar should insure linear time /1{,)
dependetce of the rediated frequency during changes in ambient
teipermttire (from 0 t.o 500C) and pcnier supply voltage. Under these
counditions. the frequenry should chanFe by not more than i . To
nel- eve such a stability, a provision for compensating temperature

was made in the transmitting channel.

The echo signal rezeived is fed to a balanced modulator which
forms the sum and difference frequencies for instantaneous values
of the received and transmitted frequencies. For determining
target range only the difference frequency is used. In the passive

mode of operation, the received signal is converted in the balanced

modulator into an audio signsl with a frequency of 25?-?500 Hz.
This signal is then transmitted to an amplifier with frequien-v
correction. The amplifier eliminates the difference in the

received signal level formed as a result of (1) the attenuation
nonuniformity of signal frequency components during the propaga-
tion in water and (2) changes in target range. The amplifier also
insures constancy of the audio signal. This signal is amplified
to a level required for operation of the headphones. A special stage
cuts off the amplifier output for the time required by the saw-tooth

voltage to accomplish the reverse -'un.

Penetration of water into the sonar housing may result in break-
down of the device. In order to avoid this, a feedback circuit is
ised which forms a so-called leak detector. Even several drops of
water can short circuit wire electrodes, which are located in the
lowest part of the housing, excite the amplifier, and send an alarm
signal to the diver.

Wen operating in the passi-"e mode, the radiator, power ampli-
fier of the transmitting channel, and thu quenching stage of the
saw-tooth voltage reverse run are disconnected.

The sonar hoasing is made of cast aluminum. It closes hermeticallyI ith the front cover, the antenna reflector. All sonar components use
printed circuits. Regular flash light batterie3 are used for the power /10- t ,
supply. The sonai housing contains handles for carrying the device as
well as contrgl handles and a compass with an illuminated dial. The
co npass is used for determining the direction to the target. Changes
1 tarret range. I.e., its increase and decrease, are determined by
t e diver by noting the changes in pitch of sound signals. The equip-
mnnt car operate at depths down to 60m. The weight of the sonar does
rot exceed several kilograms and in water it even exhibits a slight
positive buoyancy (about 200g).
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Fig. . shows another frequency-modulated sonsa for underwater 7t
swi',mers. The device also operntes in both active and pnsive modes.
It nay Ie :ised nt depths down to 2(10m with an operating rniig.e or vor,.
") Ir sonar uses solid state and Integrated circuits which made it
possible to decrease its weight (to h.5 kg in air awd TX.g in water)
anid size (height together with a pistol-type handle, 30cm; width, /

'1cm; and ienzgh, 34cm).

Fir,. 7. Portable sonar for underwater swimmers.
(I) control Danel; (2) magnetic compass; (3) acoustic
antennas; (i) handle: (5) headphone.

The ise of dry-cell batteries insures continuous operation for
10 hours in the active mode and for 20 hours in the passive mode.
A compass with an illuminated dial is placed on the upper part of
the sonar housing. One may assume that such simple sonars which
are convenient to use and which are small in terms of size and
weight will find a wide application among underwater sport
swimmers and professional shallow-water divers.

Ph. Passive Sonars.

Aside from active sonars which are used in making underwater
observations, passive sonars are also used widely. The useful signal
for these sonars is noise produced in water during motion of surface
ships and submarines as well as during motion and vital act~vities of
sea animals and fish. In spite of the fact that this noise is not
deliberately produced and that its power is frequently very low, it
can propagate in water at very long distances. Noise produced by
different sources differs in terms of its spectrum, rythm, and other
elsractei-istic features which make it possible for the operator to
determine the source of noise almost without errors. According tc
one specialist abroad "to confuse noise of a torpedo boat with that
of a submarine is as difficult as to confuse noise of an aircraft
with that of a cab. Exper/anced operators know how to recognize
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passinp ships by the nature of their nL.ise In the same way as they
recognize their azquaintances by their voice". It &hould be noted
that sbipbuilders st-pgle energetically with ship noise and,
particularly, sitbinarine noise. fowever, passive :onars are silso
behayw developed together with new methods of separating ,isefil
noise from the back.-ro-nd of "haotic noise interferenc-s. According
to literatire piblised abroad, the modern passive sonarn meke it
possible to detect 1; ir-s at a distnnc- f" "0 km r1 1orger. The
dlstence at which sich ,otse would bc aucible in air would be tens
and hundreds times jess.

As a r-i]e, passive sonars are used by submarines. This can be /104
explained by the fact that noise of submarines ie lower than that of
s-rface ships end. therefore, the level of natural acn'stic inter-
ferences on a submarine is lower. Since surface ships produce
considerably more noise than submarines, one can detect a surface
ship from a submarine at a considerably greater distance than a
sbmaxrine from a ship. The construction of passive sonars is a
lot simpler than that of active sonars.

Passive sonars do not contain any bulky transmission channels
which consume a large amount of power. However, they may include
certain components which are not used in active sonars. A block
diagram of one passive sonar type is given in Fig. 48. Its basic /105
operating features are as follows.

The acoustic antennas of passive sonars should be able to
receive very weak low-frequency signals. The size of these antennas
therefore is usually very large and the antennas consist of a great
number of receiving sections. These sections may be placed so as
to Vorm a cylinder, sphere, ellipse, circle, straight line, etc.
The shape of the antenna depends largely on the way it may be
placed on a submarine.

Wea signals from the receiving sections are fed to preampli-
fiers the number of which corresponds to the number of the receiving
-?ctions. An electric compensator with a delay circuit is used for
forming and rotating the directional pattern. If direction finding

is carried out by the phase meter methods, the compensator is made

with two channels; it forms two lobes, a right lobe and a left lobe.
Rotation of the compensator may be controlled either manually by the

operator or automatically by means of a target tracking control

circuit.
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Fig. 1P4. Block diagram of a passive sonar.
I - acoustic antenna; 2 - preamplifiers; 3 -manual control;
14 - two-channel comipensator; 5 - automatic target traCking
circuit motor; 6 - acoustic signal eznalifier; 7 -two-

channel amplifier; 8 - phaze detector; 91 - error signal.
amplifier; 10 - direction finder indicator.
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From the compensator, the signal is fed to a two-channel
emplifier. In contrast with active sonars which operate at fixed
frequencies, passive sonars are wide band devices. The amplifier
cart be tuned to the required frequency band; it is also capable
of changing the passband when selecting optimal conditions for
observation depending on specific requirements.

For determining bearing, an electronic indicator which is
called the direction finder in~icator is used. By observing
signal changes on the indicator screen, the operator turns the
directional pattern until it coincides with the direction toward
the target. At the time of coincidence, the operator takes
readings from the compensator dial. A phase-sensitive detector or
some other similar device may be connected to the output to the
two-channel amplifier. The detector generates d-c voltages
oroportional to the phase shift of acoastic waves arriving at the
right and left channels. With a zero phase shift, the detector /106
output voltage is zero. With other phase shift values, voltage
signals with amplitudes and polarity corresponding to these values
would ap:pear at the detector output. These error signals operate
the control system. After amplification, they are fed to the auto-
matic target tracking circuit. This circuit actuates a servo-
motor which turns the drum of the electric compensator and hence
rotates the directional pattern. With the approach of the axis of
the pattern to the direction toward the target, the signal phase
shift Jecreases together with a decrease in the error signal.
When the directional pattern axis coincides with the target direc-
tion, the phase shift and the error signal becorE equal to zero and
the motor stops. The feedback components in the control system
insure a smooth operation and prevent the occurrence of undamped
oscillations. As the direction of the target chlicges, the control
system of the automatic target tracking circuit smoothly rotates the
cOMpensator. During automatic tracking t, function of the operator
reduces to monitorinp the automatic target trocking circuit by
watching the signal on the indicator screen. Passive sonars are used
In both the military and the civilian national economy.

2'3. Underwater Telemetry /125

The diverse Inforration obtained In the course of underwater
research has to be trat.imitted to ships, shore stations, and other
requesters who are frequently considerably distant from the sources.
Wire transmission of information from beneath the water is expensive
and inconvenient, particularly during cc.-nunications with deepsea or
travelling objects; by radio links, it la simply impossible due to
the tremendois attenuation of electromagnetic waves in the water.
And this is where hydroacoustics comes to the rescue. Sound telemetry,
that is, tve transmission over distance of data on any controlled
paramaters in the form of hydrotcouatic signals, has acquired
iicreasinr significance recently.
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'[Ie sthidy of so'tnds made by marine life and fish is of tremendous
srientcl Ne and prrctIca] interest. Man is successfully using his
knowledr'e in the exploration of areas of fish and marine life concentrv-
I Ion. for exaji,,e, tri explorlnj, for the Knmchatskiy crab, and also for
clns-ffIcnl,ton, that Is, for determining species of marine life. The
nss,,npi on In being expressed t)at by emitting into water earlier
recorded callirng sounds made In the mn fI season or d,,ring feeding,
it ' pounsil.,le to nttrncl such fisi. like tle sciaenidac and ',erring,
and other commercial species to the, fish)ing site. Investigntions by
-*apanesp specialLsts have indicated that fish react to underwater
sirnals to a distance of 1,000 km. It is also &.,ggested that it

would be possible to drive some species of marine life, for example
harks, from certain areas by creating either noises which axe
unpleasant for them or sounds made by their enemies. In the very
same manner, it is possible of herd fish into trawls and other fishing
equipment.

Biological research related with the study of dolphins, the most
puzzling animals of the seas and oceans, has gained considerable
significance. Initial interesting results have already been obtained.
Scientists have established that various hydroacoustic signals are
himjhly important in the activity and mutual contact of dolphins. It
has turned out that the dolphin has two, and according to some observa-
tions even three, sound sources enabling the generation of vibrations
with frequencies of 150 Hz to 120 and greater klz and of varying shape
(from rectangular pulses to a right sinusoid).

The sounds made by dolphins vary in frequency and amplitude within
a wide range and resemble, in the opinion of different observers with /129
an obvioiisly uncommon imagination, whistling, clicking, chirping,
sqaeaking, humming, twittering, grumbling, squealing, cheeping, and
even bellowing and mewing. From a scientific viewpoint, the interest
is for less picturesque and more accurate reports of the results of
investigating dolphin signals obtained through the analysis of the
frequency composition of sounds and the distribution of the frequency
components of the spectrum with respect to time and amplitude using
special radioelectronic equipment.

Echo location plays an exceptionally important role in the life
of dolphins. As has been discovered, the "echo locator" of a dolphin
is considerably superior in its capabilities to even the most advanced
sonars developed by man. The "echo locator" of a dolphin makes it
possible to emit and receive sound vibrations in a wide frequency
range. to vary the frequency of these signals, to change the emission
directivity from an all-directional to a narrow beam, and to so
combino tie wor! of Its several sound sources in order to receive
vibrations of a complex shape which are modulated in amplitude ard
frequency. With the aid of its "echo locator," the dolphin is
capable of easiLy orienting itself in a difficult environment.
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Underwater telemeterinp systems based on hydroacoustic principles

are widely being applied both in the Navy during underwater weapon
testing and in solving a diversity of economical and research problems.
For example, telemetering systems are being used in the fishing fleet

for transmitting information from a light probe to a ship concerning
the operation of a trawl, the expansion of its opening, the quantity
of fish in the trawl, and the depth of its course. With the aid of
telemetering systems, it is possible to observe the behavior of fish

and marine life "tagged" with sound transmitters. Telemetering systems /126

make it possible in oceanography to obtain information on the tempera-
ture and salinity of water, current velocity, and other parameters of
interest to scientists from a variety of sensors placed at various,
and very frequently great, depths. Telemetering iystems are also
employed in the mining of commercial minerals and petroleum at under-
water works. Telemetry enables observing the condition of equipment,
remotely controlling various apparatus on the sea bottom, and solving

many other problems.

Let us briefly examine the prin-.Iples of operation of the one
possible mode of a hydroacoustic telemetering system (Fig. 58). The
electric signals coming from the sensors and information sources
modulate the frequency of subcarriers produced bj special generators.
The standard frequencies, which art also used in telemetering systems
based on other principles of energy transmission, are normally employcd
as subcarriers. This makes it possible to use standard signal-shaping
elements in the apparatus. Frequency modulated subcarriers enter the
generator of the carrier frequency, where a secondary modulation occurs.
Tl? carrier frequency is selected based on the propagation charac-
teristics of the acoustic vibrations in water. For example, in the
system under question, it is assumed to be 4O kHz. As a result of the
double modulation, an F/FN signal is formed which is also fed to a /127
radiating acoustic antenna. The sensory element and thc: entire system
of the transmitting channel are usually placed on the sea bottom on a
deepsea installation or suspended in the water from a cable at a
specific depth.

The equipment designed to receive the information is above water,
e.g., aboard a ship, on a buoy, at a shore station, etc. The signals
arriving at the receiving antenna are amplified and sent to the carrier
frequency discriminator, where the carrier frequency is demodulated,
and upon exit of the signal, the series of modulated subcarrier
freqaencies are separated. These frequencies are demodulated in the
subcarrier frequency discriminators, at whose outlets the original
information is separated in the same form it entered the input of the
transmitting channel of the telemetering system. The output signal,
which reproduces the original information, is recorded by oscillographs,
plotters, or hny other instruments.
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Fig. 59. Block diagram of a hydroacoustic telemetering system.
I - subcarrier frequency generator; 2 - carrier frequency
ger.-rator; 3 - amplifier; 4 - power aplifier; 5 -

transmitting acoustic antenna; 6 - recei'ing acoustic
antenna; 7 - carrier frequency discriminator; 8 - sub-
carrlei frequency discriminator; a - data input; b - data
output.

Some acoustical telemetering systems are capable of simultaneously
transmitting digital information from ten different sensors and one
telephone conversation. When necessary, the system can be combined
with a radio link, i.e., the information coming from beneath the water
over an acoustic channel is converted on the surface and transmitted
firther by a radio transmitter, which makes it possible to considerably
increase the range of data transmission.

29. Sea Bioacoustics

With the development of hydroacoustics, one of the oldest and most
persistent myths, the idea of the sea as a world of silence, was shattered.
It is true that individual references concerning "talking fish" and other
soa :ds made b fish and marine life have been encountered as far back as
ancient times. Their present study became possible only in recent
decades after the emergence of appropriate hydroacoustic equipment.
Even a special branch of acoustics has been born: biobydroacoustics, /128
which deals wit!, the study of sounds made by marine life and the
interference of hydroacoustic equipment operation originating because
of these sounds. Soviet scientists have a distinguished position
in the development of hydroacoustics. In 1968, a group of domestic
scientists created the unique atlas of "Fish Sounds", and now anyone
dezirinG so can listen to these sounds by using the sound records

o~~ r;:ith the atlas.
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For example, in the course of experiments, it was observed that
dolphins are capable of almost unerringly differentiate small
objects according to their size. Alice the dolphin easily distin-
glished the larger of two metal balls, one 5 cm in diameter and the
other 6.2 cm in diameter. Even with a diameter difference of only
"m, the dolphin almost without error selected the larger. This
accuracy of echo location is viewed in our day as exceptionally and
sif'nificantly superior to the accuracy attained by modern existing
equipment. In some instances, the echo locator of dolphins also
permitted the identification of objects according to the material
from which they were made. Research of the echo location of
dolphins could not be done withoat the employment of various hydro-
acoustic a',d other radioelectronic apparatus.

Radioelectronics may play quite an exceptional role in the study
of the language of dolphins and the attempts to establish communica- /130
tion between man and dolphins as between intelligent creatures.
Aside from the direct scientific and practical significance of
solving this problem, according to the bold assumptions of mnny
scientists, some aspects in the solution of this problem could
serve in the future as a foundation in establishing communication
with being of distant extraterrestrial civilizations. We should
mention in advance that we are not examining here the various and
rather complex philosophical and other problems related to an
evaluation of the existence of a dolphin's powers of apprehension,
lanpuaige. speech, etc., and wIll limit ourselves only to a discussion
of the radloe]ectronic s.:pport of investigations.

11-is. the initial attempts to establish communication with
dolphins have brought encouraging results. Communication was done
.' '-c aid of specially developed radioelectronic gcar. Two
-sentiiA111 different approaches were used here to solve th,;
probl er .

Onc of the ways was to develop equipment which would make it
possiilc Lo convert human speech into sounds of far higher frequencies
lying within the best audible range for the dolphin, and the high-
freqPncy sounds emitted by dolphins into the far lower frequencies t
perceptible to man. With such equipment at his disposal, the
scientist was thien able to direct his attention to the dolphin, who
listened to his words converted into a frequency suitable for the
dolphin and repeated them in the form in which he heard them.
After n reverse conversion, the dolphin's "reply" was heard at human
speec' frequencies, and the investigator was able to compare the
"q,.-stioit" anid "reply" and determine how correctly the dolphin
gerceives and reproduces human speech. By this same method, it was
possible to give the dolphin individual commands and to listen t,
the sounds it emitted independently without previously being
addressed, etc.
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A block diagram of the apparatus built on this principle is
shown in . 59. }u nan speech was converted by means of a ten-
clannel vocoder which enabled compressing the speech spectrn. /131
Witll the aid of band-pass filters, the spectrum of human speech
was distributed over ten channels, at whose outlets basic tones
were produced from amplified ri;nals. The rectified signals of
tihe basic tones modulated higher frequencies and passed through
the band-pass filters which had central frequencies ten times
higher than the frequencies of the corresponding basic tones.
By this means, the frequency spectrum of human speech shifted
upward by an order of one. The high frequency signal which was
then obtained was sent to an acoustic antenna after amplification
and emitted into the pool where the dolphin is found. The response
signals from the dolphin were received by the antenna and converted
in a reverse order. With the aid of oscillographs, it was possible
to observe the shape of dolphin signals before and after their
conversion, while a four-track tape recorder recorded the entire /132
"dialogue" for it s subsequent analysis.

/meeo~ Xr ,,?- .2•A,-'.,.
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Fir. 59. Electronic conversion of the frequency spectrum of human
speech into a region of higher frequencies, and of dolphin
sounds into a region of lower frequencies. 1 - transmitting
channel.; 2 - amplifier; 3 - "human to dolphin" converter;
5- to tape recorder; 6 - converted human voice; 7 - loud-
speaker; i - dolphin sound; 9 - microphone; 10 - oscillograph;
Ul - "dolphin to human" converter; 12 - from transmitting

channel; 13 - 14-track tape recorder; 1 - end amplifier;
15 - receiving channel.
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Another experiment used whistles, ,hich are more familiar to
dolphins than a converted ho-nan voice. A radioelectronic apparetus
developed for this purpose (Fi:. 60" translatee, himan spraech into P
certain sequence of whistles at a frcquency suitable for t'- dolphin's
perception. The response whistles emitted by the doiphins were in
trn converted Into artificial words. For st.gnaliing, someth-ing
like an alphabet for this artificial quasidoipnin la:±guage was
deveLoped: to certain phonetic sounds of )t.,n speech were asslgned
specific frequencies of a whistle, for ir:stance, the letter "A"
corresponded to a frequency of 7 kRlz, the letter "I" to 1i ki!z, the
letter "R" to 1.5 kMiz, etc. A characterl;tic of the operation of
man's speech apparatus was used to convtrt sounds into whistles. As
one knows, the vibration of the vocal cords brings forth a series of
soind pulses, which reveberate in the mouth and in the thro.t cavities
of man; in the pulses is introd,.ced a specific sequenee of time delays
depending on the position of the tongue, lipsa, et-c. This sequence
also determines that tnformnation which is containedl in -peech. With /133
the aid of equipment, a detsrmination was Ymrle os to the value of the
time delay between the moment th2 vocal cords snap (beginning of
pulse) and the moment one of the frequencies in the speech outpuat
signal. rpnging approximAtely between 500 and 800 Hz, is emitted.
The time delay coverted into d.c. vl ge with an axplitude
proportional to the measured dk'lay value, This voltage flowed to
the input of the whistle generator and control.ed the frequency it
produced. Each .e.Ly value w.as ,Ytchedj by a specific grunerator
frequency. A whistle valve logically ensured their gneation only
during a specific t.me interval, gtven thc presen:e of hur.an voice
signals at the input to the apparatus. The *=.llfied whistles were
emitted into the wwater by elx acoustical antenna.

To transmit the vuzlous signals ad co=ands, ,ise was mde of
artificial words con.,ist;.ng of severa zoundis ceioriing the alphabet
of the whistles. Thus, for example, the word BAE' stoa. for the
command "begin echo locrztion," BE7A fo swim through the hoop"
etc. Response signals-0.whist es--were convex'ted I. the appavatus
in a reverse order and Induced the formation -f sounds ef aynthesied
language. The limitation in the niumber of usable sounds and :iords
was determined by the human's di.ft zul,;y iin percel virg the dolphin's .
complex response signals.

In the -.ourse of the experiment, it -xrs not orly possible to
train the dolphin to repeat aec,.ately 3'poen to It, i.c.
whistles (the trainer confirmed the cor:ectness of a repetitio;, by
the word BIYP and gave the dolphin L fish), but also to perform
several of the most simple commands, For example, a dolphin nameA
Dash was trained using ,o distinguish by word coLnand a ball and a
hoop floating in the pool. He would swim through the hoop, to the
opposite side of the pool, an6 wait for f-arther "I nstructions."
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Of course, all ihis is still very far from being able to talk
about speech communication. The experiments conducted only show
that the dolphin is capable of repeating certain sounds and perform-
ing certain commands. There are many other animals capable of doing 1 3)
the same thing. There still remains to the present day an unsurmoun-
table barrier between species. It is necessary to solve many technical
problems. Yet man hopes to discover many more secrets of the ocean
depths with the "aid" of the dolphin. And there is no doubt as to
exceptional role of radioelectronics in this.

.. ..------------.". (,,,,,----i,,,"'

"'i . C. Electronic conversion of artificial words into whistles
with a varying pitch tone. 1 - amplifier; 2 - 0 to 1 Hz
filter; 3 - converter of suund into a direct current;
!; - zero intersection detector; 5 - converter of an
interval into a direct e'rent; 6 - whistle generator;
7 - sound pulse detector; 8 - logic whistle valve;
9 - acoustic emitter; 10 - amplifier.

.30. Underwater Ultrasonoscopy

It is well known that of all the sensory organs of man, vision
provides the greatest information about the surrounding world. We
have the familiar proverb, "it is better to have one look than to
listen a hundred times." This proverb is also valid for underwater
observation. However, we are already acquainted with the fact that
light penetrates under water to only very short distances and that
visibility under water rarely exceeds a few meters. Visibility is
practically absent in turbid, muddy water and at great depths.
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The ,ise of various so'urces of uinderwater lightini, is advantagcous only Li

n 1'ew situstious. And at the same time, the most diverse situations nrc
enco~intered in which it is necessary to see any particular inde.r-ate
ob.!ect. By the word "see" we mean first of all, the nbility to deter-
mine the shape and size of an object, that is, to obtain only part of
the information which passes through the eye. Yet even such a limited
capability is of tremendous practical interest. Specifically, how to
determine te source of en echo siinal ootained during sonar: is it
a rock, a mine lying on the bottom, or a sunken barrel? How can one
distingish, among the many objects reflecting approximately the same
echo signal exactly the one which interests us? It appears that even
this problem could be solved with the use hydracoustic principles. It
is true that in our day the solution of this problem is still within
the experimentation stage; but, judging from press reports, the experi-
ment is developing successfully.

The famous Soviet scientist L. D. Rozenberg has given the name of
ultrasonoscopy to those methods of obtaining images i'kh the aid of
ultrasonics. Let us briefly examine the essence of this phenomenon. /135
The general principle of ultrasonoscoy is similar to that of seeing
in light beams. However, the observed object is not illuminated by
light but rather irradiated by ultrasound, and the beams, which are
reflected from the object and form a sound image of it, are converted
into an image visible to the eye. This involves two basic technical
problems: obtain.n, a sound image and convertir.g it into a visible
image.

The difficulty in forming a sound images lies in obtaining the
required resolution. Since sound waves are considerably longer than
light waves. in ordier to obtain a high resolution it I~s necessary to
use very high frequencies reaching tens of megahertz. However, even
then. resolution does not appear to be sufficiently high. For exaile,

when using ultrasound with a frequency of 4 Mc, as is the case in an

actual apparatua, the wavelength in the water amounts to 0.37 Mm, that
is 7hO times greater than the wavelength of visible light. There is
a corresponding deterioration of resolution. The sound image of the
minute detail of an observed object cannot have dimensions smaller
than 1.175 mm. The use of higher frequencies is undesirable for two
reasons: it is difficult to produce such frequencies for sound
irradiation and the attenuation of ultrasound in water sharply

increases when frequency is increased. However, even with the
tremendous attentuations at megacycle frequencies, the range of
iltrasonoscopy considerably exceeds tbe range of visibility in
1Ight beams.
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The difficlty of obtaining a sound image from smal.i objects in
asnociited with yet another phenomenon. If the elements of the
reflecting surface are much smaller than the length of the incident
wave, a regular reflection occurs in observation of the law "the
angle of reflection is equal to the angle of incidence." In this
case, the image strikes the objective only when it is in a certain
position relative to the observed object, and in the general case,
the object may seem invisible. If, homever, the eleme.nts of the
reflecting surface are commensurate with or greater than the length
of the incident wage, energy is diffusely reflected and scatters in /136

- all directions. It is apparent that even from this viewpoint, it is
desirable to shorten the wavelength of the irradiated vibrations;
otherise, small articles or surface elements of an observed object
will not be scanned. Thus, in the ultrasonic "irradiation" of any
uinderwater object, it is possible to obtain its sound image which
consists of the acoustic pressure distribution in the focal plane
of the "sound objective" resulting from the diffuse reflection of
acoustic energy from individual surface elements of the object being
examined. The degree to which the image corresponds to the object
itself will, depend on the principles already examined above.

It then becomes necessary to take this image and convert it into
a visible image. This can be done by various methods; however, in
underwater ultrasonoscopy, the most suitable method is signal recep-
tion employing the principles of acoustic-electrical conversion
already discussed above. Normally, the piezoelectric effect is
ised for converting acoustic signals into electrical signals. The
entire system for converting an acoustical image into a visible
image is called an electronic-acoustic converter (EAC). The
circuit of such a system (Fig. 61) was suggested as far back as

-1936 by the well known Soviet acoustician S. Ya. Sokolov. /137
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FLg. C, Simplified diagram of an ultrasonoscope. 1 - receiving
mosaic; 2 - receiving tube; 3 - scanning beam; 4 - acoustic
lens; 5 - amplifier; 6 - framing generator; 7 - horizontal
scanning generator; - reproducing beam; 9 - screen;
10 - picture tube.
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Axi Imirrj Is f'ociifird by an aicoll-tic lens on the receiving surface
on spciml enthode-rny tube matde of piezoelertric ceramicn. When Ft

soitid linn,e sti ten this suarfare, n static climrge I.; proditced on it
~iia dilstrlbiiLton which reproduces the distribution of' the ncousattc

pressuires trn the tiee. If the value of this char~c is removed with
the aid of the electronic beam performing the raster scanniiV., as in
ielevision, then a videosignal will form at Lhe tube outlet. In spite
of' the apparent simplicity of the idea, the development of a tube
itivolved considerable technical di~ficiilti~s which were successfully
overcome by Soviet scientists. One of the principal difficulties is
thtt the piezoelectric pickup surface of' very fine thickness is en
element of an electronic tube. In order to provide it with the
req'Atred strength and to maintain a vacuum, mnetal electrodes numbering
tens, and sometimes several hundred, in a square cent!imeter are
soldered in piezomnaterial. These electrodes pass through the glass
of the forwsr6 wall of the tube. The video signal taken from the
receivi.ig tube is amp~lified and fed to a reproducing cathode-ray tube.

There are also other ideas of image reception. For example, in
one suich system, the ouitlet of each Individual element of a receiving
suirface is connected through a photodiode to an amplifier. The photo-
diodes in turn open in order to Interrogate the corresponding element
by illuminating them with a narrow beam of light. With such a design
for the receiving system, there is no need to develop a vacuum.
Consequently, the size of the apparatus can be reduced. As reported
In the press, there are already experimental linderwater ultrasonoscipe
systems which make it possible to detect small objects in turbid water
at a distance of 10 meters.

The siggestlon is being made that in the not too distant future
itrasonoscopes will be fitted on deepsea. apparatus azd even used by

divers.

Conlision /138

711 .3. e have 1'cen acqriainted with hydroocoistics, one of the
~ils of' niodprn applied rndioelectronics. The entire development of

Ll is tedl :%nlory is iniseparably, linked with man's conquest of' the World
Ocenn. "-nA it is precisely now. when mankind is undertaking the task
of totaib conquering the depths of the sees and placing at his service
all tI'e treasures hidden by the ocean, that extraordinary successes are
beinf7 achieved it, the development of hydroacoustics. The potentials of
hydroacoustics are far from being totally realized, and it is possible
to anticipate that in the very near future, we will find out many new
areas for its application. And present-day uses of hydroscoustics are
fnr from being exhausted by the examples we examined.
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Jydroacoustics plays an exceptionally great role in the military.
Underwater detection of an enemy and the attack deployment of a sub-
marine from any depti,; submarine detection and pursult by ships;
torpedo homing systems, acoustir proximity fuzes, equipping test
ranges for underwater weapon research -- this Is a far from complete
list of the most Important areas of application of hydriacoustics in
the Navy.

.ydroacoustics is finding increasing wide use in ship navigation
by making it possibLe for ships and submarines to navigate in the most
difficult and unusual circumstances. Sound beacons, including those
usinr nuclear energy sources, have appeared on the ocean bottoms.
Under-ice and iceberg sonars have opened the way for submarines to
navigate under the ice of the Arctic rind Antarctic. floppler hydro-
acoustic navigation aids are making it possible to continuously
calculate the position of a ship with a high accuxacy. The mapping
of the seabottom has acquired unprecedented dimensions.

The diverse hydroacoustic technology has since long become an
indispensable tool for fishermen and scientists studying sea life.
It is finding wider and wider use with geologists. Seismic research
of seabottom structure, prospecting for commercial minerals and
petroleum. and support. for the operation for deepses systems and
!rnderwater Industriec would be impossible today without this /139
technololgy. Special systems of hydroacoustic reference points and
responders maintain with h'gh accuracy the position of floating
platforms for drilling :aperdeep holes in the earth's core.

Hydroacoustics is increasingly being used also to accomplish such
exotic tasks as searching for sunken treasures, in underwater archeology,
and even for establisbng the fact whether or not the legendary Loch Ne-s
monster exists or foi revealing the secret of the City of Kitezh
(trwnslit. from Rus.). As we have already seen, hydroacoustic technology
is becoming a possession of sportsmen aad enthusiasts of water sports.

Among the problems facing mankind, which are expected to be
solved in the very near future, are such as the supporting of man's
capacit v for a long underwater stay, the development of experimental
underwater habitats and subsequent colonization of the continental
slelf and ocean bottom, and many others. And among the special
technology designed to solve these immense problems, a worthy place
will be held by the diverse hbdroacoustic equipment.
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